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Revision for First Semester 2020 
Choose the correct answer. 

1. I intend ………. Medicine at university. 

(study,       studying,          to study) 

2. Where have you been? I ……………….for ages. 

(have been waited,         waited,            have been waiting) 

3. I ……………….. Geography in two years' time. 

(will be studied,         will be studying,          would be studied) 

4. By the time my friend phoned me, I …………….. for three hours. 

(had been sleeping,      was sleeping,         will be sleeping) 

5. By next three years, my brother ………….. from university. 

(was graduated,         graduated,         will have graduated) 

6. Do you think you … your friends when you go to university next 

week?        (missed,            will miss,            have missed) 

7. In 1943 CE, the chairman of a business machines' company ……… 

that the world needed two or three computers.     (says,  was saying, said) 

8. A student often …………. an essay using information in the Internet. 

(write,           wrote,              writes) 

9. In 2007, the first smart phone ……….. by the Apple Company. 

(have been produced,           was produced,                produces) 

10. Next month, we …………. in this house for a year. Let's celebrate! 

(will have lived,          lived,             had lived) 

11. This time next week, I …………. my driving test. 

(would take,            was taking,             will be taking) 

12. If I …………. enough time, I would finish gardening. 

(has,           had,              will have) 

13. In 2012, 98 per cent of Jordanian children ……… fully ………. . 

(has immunised,          will immunise,            were immunised) 

14. The government …………. a modern capital next the old one. 

(hope to establish,        hoped to establish,           hopes to establish) 

15. I had this computer ………….. because it stopped working. 

(repair,               repaired,            repairing) 

16. You ………… switch off the screen, it isn't necessary. 

(mustn't,                don't have to,                 might) 

17. I can't afford ……………… a new car. 

(buying,          bought,               to buy) 

18. The engine of my car stopped ……………. . 

(to work,          working,              work) 

19. Hind ……. very hard for several weeks before she did her final 

exams.             (had been working,       have been working,      worked) 

20. Experts think that one day smart phones …… to our skins in 

(attached,         will be attached,          were attached) 
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21. …………… you …………… your homework by seven o'clock? 

(Is / doing,          Will / be doing,               Did / do) 

22. Many Jordanian poems ……….. now ………… into English, and 

people all over the world are able to read them. 

(had / translated,         will / translate,             are / translated) 

23. By the time we arrived, they ………….. for an hour. 

(have been talked,           were talking,              had been talking) 

24. Next month, our family ……… in this house for a year. 

(are living,             were lived,            will have lived) 

25. If a city …...... everything and doesn't throw anything away, it is zero 

waste.                  (recycled,             recycles,              is recycling) 

-Al-of Thu thAdha is a celebration that ………… on the 10-Eid Al .26

Hijjah according to the Islamic Calendar.     (began,  has begun,  begins) 

27. The bus is late. If it ………. soon, we will get a taxi. 

(didn't arrive,        isn't arrived,             doesn't arrive) 

28. This time next year, students ………. for their final exams. 

(will be preparing,           have been preparing,            were preparing) 

29. The students in my class ……… about their achievements in science 

when the bell suddenly rang.     (talked,   were talking,      have talked) 

30. Ibn Rushed who …….. in Cordoba is a famous Islamic polymath. 

(born,             is born,          was born) 

31. Ali ………….. about his friend when he received an email from him. 

(thinks,          is thinking,              had been thinking) 

32. The ruins ………… by thousands of tourists every day.  

(viewed,          were viewed,              are viewed) 

33. The workers ………….. at the moment. They're on a break. 

(aren't working,      weren't working,           haven't been working) 

34. Last month, many students …….. as members in the English club. 

(was elected,              are elected,                were elected) 

35. Look at the black sky! It …………… to rain. 

(was going,               go,                   , is going) 

36. I'm afraid that my laptop …….. by somebody else yesterday. 

(was used,                 are used,                will use) 

37. Many new parks ……….. in my town last year. 

(was built,                 were built,                   have built) 

38. My grandfather ………. from 1890 to 1976. 

(lived,              is living,                        live) 
39. I was driving to work when the engine ………. working. 

(stops,               were stopping,                   stopped) 

40. Many galloons of fresh milk ……. every day. 

(are drunk,              is drinking,                    are drinking) 
41. According to Kate's schedule, she …….. her business partner  

next Tuesday.         (would be met,        will be met,     is going to meet)  
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Complete the following items so that the new item has a similar 

meaning to the one before it. 

1. The heat made the journey unpleasant. 

The thing ..................................................................................................... 

2. Japan first introduced Shinkansen in 1964 CE. 

Shinkansen ................................................................................................. 

3. Mr. Mahmoud had his dinner, and then he went to sleep. 

Before .......................................................................................................... 

4. Nadia will finish her homework very soon. 

Her homework ........................................................................................... 

5. My father will purchase our necessary school items tomorrow. 

Ahmed said ................................................................................................. 

6. It is normal now for Salma to play the oud. 

Salma .........................................................................................................  

7. Queen Rania opened the Children's Museum of Jordan in 2007 CE. 

The person.................................................................................................   

8. I think you should do exercises regularly. 

If  ................................................................................................................. 

9. I stopped working at 11. p.m. 

It .................................................................................................................. 

10. It was normal for my grandmother to make cakes for us all the time. 

My grandmother........................................................................................  

11. I intend to finish my project. 

I am ............................................................................................................. 

12. London is a huge city. It's the capital of the UK. 

London, ......................................................................................................  

13. The reputation of Jordanian doctors attracts many foreign patients. 

The thing ..................................................................................................... 

14. It isn't normal for me to wear my glasses yet. 

I ...................................................................................................................  

15. "Yesterday, I bought all the ingredients for a chocolate cake. 

Huda told me  ............................................................................................. 

16. You aren't allowed to use this machine. 

You .............................................................................................................  

17. Jaber Ibn Hayyan did his research in Iraq in the past. 

The place ..................................................................................................... 

18. I asked someone to fix my computer. 

I .................................................................................................................... 

19. Mahmoud Darwish is especially famous for his poems. 

It .................................................................................................................. 

20. The first athletic event for disabled athletes took place in 1948 CE. 

The year ...................................................................................................... 
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21. My parents have saved enough money to fund our university courses. 

Enough money ........................................................................................... 

22. It is not normal for my grandfather to have nothing to do all day. 

My grandfather.........................................................................................   

23. Rami usually discharges my laptop. 

My laptop ..................................................................................................  

25. The Second World War ended in 1945 in Europe. 

The year  ..................................................................................................... 

 26. It is normal for me now to have a traffic jam on my way to work. 

I .................................................................................................................... 

 

Choose the suitable item from those given below to complete each of 

the following sentences. 

1. Most Jordanians ………………. the hot weather. 

(used to, didn't use to,       are used to,          is used to) 

2. Zaid's friends ……………… fishing once a month, but they stopped. 

(used to go,      are used to go,      use to go) 

3. The prize …….. Huda won last year was for Art. 

(when,      who,      which) 

4. Rashed ………… swimming every morning, but now he doesn't. 

(are used to going,      used to go,      use to go) 

5. The person …….. has influenced me most is my father. 

(which,      who,      when) 

6. It was the month of Ramadan …… Ibn Sina died. 

(where,      who,      when) 

7. There are also about twenty-three stables …….. horses may have been 

kept.                                     (which,      where,      who) 

8. Where did they ………. to school? 

(are used to,      used to go,      use to go) 

9. Thank you very much for your email ……. was very interesting. 

(which,      who,      when) 

10. I work in a farm ………. sells fresh fruits and vegetables. 

(which,      where,      when) 

11. My friend has lived in Egypt for a year. She says she …… there now.                                                                                       

(is used to,      used to,      didn't use to) 

12. I always go to the supermarket ……… sells organic vegetables. 

(who,      which,      whose) 

13. I had my new apartment …….. before my birthday party. 

(had decorated,      decorating,      decorated) 

14. Plastic is the material ………. causes a lot of pollution. 

(whose,      who,      which) 

15. You ……… switch off the screen. It isn't necessary. 

(doesn't have to ,      don't have to ,      mustn't) 
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Choose the suitable item from those given below to complete each of 

the following sentences. 

1. The Middle East is famous for the ……… of olive oil. 

(produced    ,     production      ,  productive) 

2. The recycling project has been ………. carried out in my school. 

(success       ,  successful          , successfully) 

3. The ……… of the internet has changed the world. 

(invent         ,  invention     ,    inventive) 

4. Students ………. to receive their results very soon. 

(expect         ,  expectation    ,  expectancy) 

5. Majed has ………. passed the final exams. 

(success       , succeed    ,       successfully) 

6. Jordan has a ………… of being a friendly and welcoming country. 

(repute   ,     reputation    ,     reputational) 

7. Markets have different types of food which are ……….. prepared from 

animal products.    

(artificial   ,      artificially   ,     artificiancy) 

8. Many candy advertisements are usually presented in an …… manner. 

(attract   ,      attraction    ,     attractively) 

9. The newly constructed projects use recycled water which helps  

the …….. of the environment.  

(sustain      ,   sustainable      ,   sustainability) 

10. Taha Hussein is one of the most ….. writers of the twentieth century. 

(influence   , influential       , influentially) 

11. Bank customers can ………. their checking accounts instantly 

through the electronic system.     

(accessible   ,    accessibly   ,   access) 

12. Another way of saying that something could be successful is to say  

it is ……….. .                         

(viably    , viable   , viability) 

13. Hospitals have a ……… to provide the best medical care. 

(commit    ,   committed    , commitment) 

14. When a person has an ………. disease, he is usually isolated. 

(infect,        infectious     , infectiously) 

15. Scientists around the world are working to ……… a cure for cancer. 

(discover    , discovery    , discoverable) 

 

 


